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(57) ABSTRACT 

Method for forming a dye sublimation image in a substrate, 
particularly a plastic substrate, and apparatus to perform the 
method. According to the method taught by the present inven 
tion, a substrate is disposed on a perforated platen and a dye 
carrier having an image formed thereon of a dye sublimation 
ink is disposed on the substrate such that the image is in 
contact With the substrate. The substrate, dye carrier and at 
least a portion of the perforated platen are then covered With 
a ?exible membrane. A clamping pressure is then applied to 
the substrate and the dye carrier through the membrane. Once 
the clamping pres sure is attained, the substrate and dye carrier 
are ?rst heated, then cooled. 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING 
DYE SUBLIMATION IMAGES IN SOLID 

PLASTIC 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This is a Divisional application of prior US. application 
Ser. No. 09/823,290 , entitled “METHOD AND APPARA 
TUS FOR FORMING DYE SUBLIMATION IMAGES IN 
SOLID PLASTIC”, ?led on Mar. 29, 2001 , now US. Pat. No. 
6,998,005, Which is incorporated herein by reference and 
from Which priority under 35 U.S.C. §120 is claimed. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to the formation of images 
Within solid sheets of plastic. More particularly, the present 
invention relates to a methodology for forming dye sublima 
tion, or dye transfer, images Within solid sheets of plastic and 
to an apparatus for performing the methodology. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

From the advent of plastics, users and manufacturers 
thereof have sought a workable means for imprinting or form 
ing images thereon. Prior imaging technologies suitable for 
use on other materials, for instance metals, Wood, and the like, 
have not generally met With success When used to perform 
permanent imaging on plastics. Examples of such prior imag 
ing technologies include but are not limited to paints, decals, 
lacquers, and dyes. In general the problems associated With 
utiliZing prior imaging or marking technologies center on 
certain chemical and physical properties of plastics in gen 
eral. 
One of the great advantages of plastics is that they can be 

formed into complex shapes having inherently very smooth 
surfaces. While this is an advantage in the manufacture of 
such plastic objects, the extremely smooth and often chemi 
cally resistant nature of plastic surfaces renders the applica 
tion thereto of paints and the like less than satisfactory. Many 
paints, for instance enamels, When applied to plastics tend to 
?ake or peel When the plastic is ?exed or When the image is 
subjected to physical distress such as abrasion or temperature 
change. 

In searching for a methodology for forming permanent, 
abrasion-resistant images in sheet plastics Workers in this 
?eld have noted that plastics tend to be molecularly similar to 
certain fabrics Which are imaged utiliZing a dyeing process 
knoWn as “dye sublimation”. According to knoWn dye subli 
mation processes, an image, for instance a decorative design, 
is formed of sublimation printing inks on a dye carrier, some 
times also referred to as a transfer paper or auxiliary carrier. 
Dye carriers are often, but not exclusively, formed of paper. 
Printing the image on the dye carrier is carried out by any of 
several knoWn printing methods including, but speci?cally 
not limited to offset or rotary printing methods. The print 
images formed on the dye carrier are transferred by sublima 
tion, also called transfer printing, from the dye carrier to the 
textile or fabric Which is to be decorated With the design. 

There are several knoWn dyestuffs suitable for use With dye 
sublimation printing techniques. The actual dyestuff or dye 
carrier utiliZed is not essential to the principles of the present 
invention, provided that the dyestuff is capable of sublima 
tion. This is to say that the dyestuff sublimates directly to the 
vapor state from the solid state upon the application of heat. 
One type of printing ink suitable for sublimation printing is 
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2 
prepared from sublimable dyestuffs utiliZing binders and oxi 
dation additives. The term “sublimable” is de?ned herein to 
mean capable of sublimation. 

Currently, to form a dye sublimation image in a textile, the 
printed dye carrier is placed With its color-imprinted side on 
the textile face to be imprinted and is thereafter heated. As 
soon as the dyestuffs reach a temperature of from about 170 to 
about 220 degrees Celsius, those dyestuffs sublime into the 
textile and the desired image is thereby formed in that textile. 
From the foregoing discussion, it Will be appreciated that 

one of the advantages of dye sublimation printing is that the 
image is actually formed Within the structure of the textile, or 
substrate, on Which it is imprinted. This is in direct contrast to 
most printing techniques, Wherein the image is formed solely 
on the surface of the substrate. While surface-formed images 
are completely suitable for many applications, they are less 
than optimal for others. By Way of illustration, in the preced 
ing discussion of dye sublimation images formed in textiles, 
it Will be appreciated that if a textile is subjected to substantial 
Wear, as is a carpet, an image formed solely on the surface of 
that carpet, or on the surface of the individual carpet ?bers, 
Will tend to Wear quickly. 

It Will further be appreciated that most inks suitable for 
forming surface images tend to be opaque. Again, this is 
perfectly suitable for many applications. HoWever, Where it is 
desirous that the resultant article has a lustrous or translucent 
property, the use of such opaque inks precludes the desired 
translucent image. 
US. Pat. No. 3,649,332 to Dybvig discloses an early 

attempt at transfer printing of plastics. According to ’332, a 
photo-sensitive dye carrier having an image formed thereon is 
placed against a porous paper temporary receptor sheet on a 
vacuum platen and su?icient vacuum is established to hold 
the tWo sheets in close contact and in ?xed position. The 
transfer sheet has a dye coating on the surface contacting the 
receptor sheet and a photoconductive Zinc oxide coating on 
the outer surface. The outer surface is exposed to a color 
separation light image from a positive color original, to 
impart a latent image. 
A conductive roller carrying a coating of conductive radia 

tion-absorptive toner particles at a high potential is passed 
over the exposed surface to deposit toner at the non-light 
struck areas. The surface is then brie?y exposed to intense 
infrared radiation causing transfer of dye to the receptor at the 
infrared absorptive toned areas. The vacuum is then released, 
and the photosensitive sheet is removed and replaced With a 
second photo sensitive sheet carrying a second dye, and the 
process is repeated utiliZing an appropriate color separation 
?lter. This process is again repeated using a third ?lter and 
sensitive sheet to produce a full three-color intermediate. 
One or more portions of the intermediate are then cut from 

the sheet. These segments are placed against a transparent 
dye-receptive ?lm in a desired arrangement, and over them is 
placed a paper dye source sheet having a blue dye coating as 
previously described, but minus the photoconductive coating 
of the transfer sheet. The three layers are pressed together and 
brie?y heated. Thereafter the ?lm is removed and is found to 
retain a brilliantly clear, full-color copy of the detail sections 
on an equally clear blue background. 
US. Pat. Nos. 4,059,471, 4,202,663, and 4,465,728 to 

Haigh, or Haigh et al. detail methodologies for forming dye 
transfer images in plastic surfaces, especially thin ?lms. 
These several patents ?oW either directly from, or as a divi 
sional or continuation in part of, US. patent application Ser. 
No. 540,383 ?led Jan. 13, 1975. Each ofthese patents utiliZe 
a dye transfer process for forming a dye pattern on a dye 
receptor plastic Web, most especially thin ?lms of from 2 to 
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20 mils in thickness, by interposing a carrier Web, for instance 
a polyole?n carrier Web, between the dye receptorplastic Web 
and a transfer Web containing dispersed dyes. Thereafter the 
several Webs are pressed together in close contact and are 
heated to a sublimation temperature suitable for the dyes, and 
the several Webs are maintained at the sublimation tempera 
ture until a substantial portion of the dyes have sublimed and 
transferred from the transfer Web through the polyole?n Web 
to the dye receptor Web. Thereafter the several Webs are 
cooled beloW the softening temperature of the dye receptor 
Web, and the dye receptor Web is separated from the other 
Webs. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,242,092 to Glover teaches a method of 
sublimatic printing on air-permeable sheet structures such as 
carpets or tiles. According to ’092, an air-permeable sheet 
structure is imprinted by placing an air-permeable printing 
foil carrying on one side thereof a sublimatic dyestuff in a 
face-to-face relationship, and in close proximity, With the 
air-permeable sheet structure. The side of the foil having the 
dyestuff imprinted thereon is placed in contact With the air 
permeable sheet structure, and the foil is heated at a tempera 
ture and for a period of time suitable to vaporiZe the dyestuff. 
At the same time a gas or vapor pressure differential is applied 
so as to create a How of air from a space above the foil, and 
through both the foil and the sheet structure, thereby causing 
the dyestuff vapor to How into the sheet structure and to form 
an image therein. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,662,966 to Sumi et al. teaches an apparatus 
for transfer printing a plurality of articles, for instance type 
Writer keys, Which are held on a plane in roWs and then heated. 
’966 discloses that this apparatus further includes conveyors 
for conveying the plurality of articles to a heating outlet, the 
heating outlet having infrared radiation heaters provided 
inside. The apparatus further includes a holding device for 
holding the articles at a predetermined position With respect 
to the article holder. Another holder is designed to hold a 
transfer sheet at a second predetermined position. The trans 
fer sheet has a pattern layer formed thereon of thermo-diffus 
able dye. There is also provided a means for pressing the 
transfer sheet against the articles so that the pattern is transfer 
printed on the articles, and a conveyor for conveying the 
article holder With the plurality of articles thereon through the 
heating apparatus and the various holding devices. 

U.S. Pat. No. 4,664,672 to Krajec et al. teaches a method 
for transfer printing onto objects made of plastic, or having a 
plastic surface coating, by pressing a thin dye carrier on the 
surface to be printed during the dye transfer process. This is 
effected by means of super-atmospheric gas pressure, 
Whereby the surface is kept at a temperature beloW the ther 
moplastic range of the plastic object. According to the meth 
odology taught by ’672 a dye carrier, for instance a paper dye 
carrier, is pre-dried beloW the sublimation temperature of the 
ink. The dye carrier is clamped, for instance in a spectacle 
frame in close proximity above but not touching the surface to 
be printed. Thereafter a gas under pressure is applied to the 
backside of the carrier, Which gas exerts a slight super-atmo 
spheric pressure directly or indirectly against the backside of 
the dye carrier, pressing the carrier against the object. There 
after a heat source, for instance a heat radiator, is placed so 
that its radiation is directed toWard the backside of the dye 
carrier. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,308,426 to Claveau teaches a process for 
forming sublimation images on objects, evidently irregular 
non-planar objects, by forming an “ink support” from a mate 
rial Which is both extensible and air permeable and Which Will 
conform to the shape of the object. This ink support is used to 
envelop the object, Which is then placed in a vacuum machine. 
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4 
The vacuum machine, With the ink support inside, is then 
introduced into a heated space, causing transfer of the deco 
ration over the Whole surface of the object be decorated. 
Examples of extensible air-permeable materials suitable as 
ink carriers for utilization in the ’426 invention include Woven 
fabrics, knitted fabrics, and sheets of non-Woven material. 

U.S. Pat. No. 5,997,677 to Zaher teaches a methodology 
for applying a colored decorative designed on a plastic sub 
strate by heating the carrier and then placing the carrier in 
contact With the substrate by air suction, such that a sub 
pressure results betWeen the carrier and the substrate. There 
after an inhomogeneous exposure of infrared radiation is 
directed to the carrier in correspondence With the prevalent 
color portion of the dyestuff to Which the radiation is applied. 
The dye carriers taught by ’677 “ . . . above all are sheets of 

paper Which, on the one hand, are good at accepting the 
images of sublimable dyes to be transferred and, on the other 
hand, are suf?ciently permeable so that air can be sucked 
through the dye carrier . . . during sublimation transfer print 
ing.” Many of the knoWn dye sublimation printing method 
ologies applied to solid plastics are so sensitive to variations 
in pressure, temperature, dye lot, substrate lot, and other 
manufacturing variables, that at least one inventor has 
directed his inventive efforts solely to the task of pre-condi 
tioning a plastic substrate for dye sublimation printing. This 
pre-conditioning is taught and explained in Us. Pat. No. 
5,580,410 to Johnston. 
Given that the formation of precise, vibrant, durable 

images in solid plastic sheets is a long-sought goal of the 
plastics imaging industry, Why are there currently no ?at solid 
sheets of plastic Which have been imprinted utiliZing this 
methodology, Which sheets are formable into commercial 
articles? The lack of success on the part of other inventors in 
this ?eld is largely due to the fact that While the inventions 
disclosed in the previously discussed patents may theoreti 
cally be capable of implementation, in actual practice their 
use has failed to produce imaged ?at plastic sheets at com 
mercially acceptable costs or in commercially acceptable 
volumes. There are several reasons for this lack of success. 

The ?rst reason that many knoWn processes have not 
resulted in commercially successful imaged articles is that 
they are sloW. An imaging process Which requires an extended 
period of time to successfully form an image, or Which 
requires a large number of complex and delicate steps to 
effect, may result in a successfully imaged ?at plastic sheet, 
but one Whose imaging is so expensive as to render it com 
mercially non-viable. Moreover, previous imaging processes 
are so sensitive to temperature variations that very slight 
changes in processing temperatures result in unacceptable 
images or destroyed substrates. 
The second reason that many of these knoWn processes 

have failed to yield the desired result is closely related to some 
of these process variables previously discussed. One particu 
larly aggravating shortcoming of many prior dye sublimation 
imaging processes is that, in order to form the dye sublima 
tion image in a solid plastic substrate, that substrate must have 
its temperature elevated above its thermoplastic limit. In 
many cases this results in substantial liquefaction of the sub 
strate, With attendant unWanted adhesion of the dye carrier to 
the noW lique?ed and sticky substrate. This of course results 
in a substrate having at least a portion of the dye carrier 
adhered thereto, often permanently. Even Where it is possible 
to scrape the adhered dye carrier from the cooled substrate, 
this scraping not only results in a poor surface ?nish, but also 
requires signi?cant cost in terms of additional man-hours to 
effect. 
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Some of the previously discussed inventions, in order to 
obviate the unwanted adhesion of dye carriers to sticky sub 
strates, have relied upon placing some material betWeen the 
substrate and the dye carrier. Examples of these materials 
include parting compounds, such as talcum, or permeable 
Webs. The introduction of such parting or separating materi 
als may preclude, in some instances, the unWanted adhesion 
of the dye carrier to the substrate, but this is done With sig 
ni?cant degradation of the imaged article. These methodolo 
gies are admitted to cause degradation in surface ?nish, image 
resolution, or image registration on the substrate. 

Finally, and mo st importantly, When applied to solid plastic 
sheets, knoWn dye sublimation imaging processes tend to 
shrink, Warp and distort those sheets. While the degree of 
shrinkage, Warping, and distortion varies from process to 
process and substrate to substrate, these defects encountered 
utiliZing knoWn dye sublimation imaging technologies result 
in anything from mildly rumpled surfaces to Wildly distorted 
sheets having all the planarity of potato chips. Since the object 
of dye sublimation imaging of solid plastic sheets is to form 
an image Within the sheet While retaining its substantially 
planar nature in an un-shrunken, un-Warped and distortion 
free state, none of the knoWn processes can be said to be fully 
successful. Moreover, one or more of the technical perfor 
mance speci?cations of plastic sheets imaged by other dye 
sublimation processes are often lost be subjecting the sheets 
to the process. These technical performance speci?cations 
include, but are not limited to shrinkage, impact resistance, 
dimensionality, and mechanical strength. 
What is clearly needed is a methodology for forming a 

durable, clear, sharp, image in a solid, ?at sheet of plastic by 
means of a dye sublimation process that results in an un 
shrunken, un-Warped, distortion-free plastic sheet Which 
retains all of the original plastic sheet’s technical perfor 
mance speci?cations. 
What is further needed is a dye sublimation imaging meth 

odology that completely obviates the unWanted adhesion of 
the dye carrier to the substrate during imaging. 

Finally What is needed is at least one apparatus capable of 
performing such a methodology. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a methodology for forming 
a dye sublimation image in a solid sheet of plastic. The 
methodology completely obviates the unWanted adhesion of 
dye carriers to substrates. The imaging methodology taught 
herein routinely produces a durable, clear, sharp image in a 
?at plastic sheet, Which sheet is un-shrunken, un-Warped, and 
distortion-free and Which retains all of its original technical 
performance speci?cations. 

In order to attain these advantages, the present invention 
teaches a method Wherein a substrate is disposed on a perfo 
rated platen and a dye carrier having an image formed thereon 
of a dye sublimation ink is disposed on the substrate such that 
the image is in contact With the substrate. The substrate, dye 
carrier, and at least a portion of the perforated platen are then 
covered With a ?exible membrane. A uniform clamping pres 
sure is then applied to the substrate and the dye carrier. One 
means of attaining this uniform clamping pressure is by 
inducing a pressure differential betWeen the ambient atmo 
sphere and the atmosphere under the membrane. Once the 
clamping pressure is attained, the substrate and dye carrier are 
?rst heated to a temperature su?icient to effect the dye sub 
limation imaging and retained at that temperature for a period 
of time su?icient to cause the imaging, then they are cooled to 
a point Where the substrate again becomes rigid. The heating 
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6 
and cooling taught herein effect a ?rst and a second thermal 
event, both performed While the substrate is under clamping 
pressure. The ?rst and second thermal events, in operative 
combination, not only form the image and preclude the 
unWanted Warping, tWisting, or shrinkage of the substrate, but 
also preclude the unWanted adhesion of the dye carrier to the 
substrate. 
The invention disclosed herein further teaches a number of 

novel apparatuses to effect the method, resulting in signi? 
cantly superior dye sublimation imaging than heretofore 
attainable. 

These and other advantages of the present invention Will 
become apparent upon reading the folloWing detailed 
descriptions and studying the various ?gures of the DraWing. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

For more complete understanding of the present invention, 
reference is made to the accompanying DraWing in the fol 
loWing Detailed Description of the Invention. In the draWing: 

FIGS. 1A-H are cross-sectional vieWs through a platen 
assembly according to the present invention, demonstrating 
the method thereof. 

FIGS. 2A-C are frontal vieWs of a ?rst apparatus for per 
forming the method of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of the ?rst apparatus for 
performing the method of the present invention. 

FIGS. 4A-C are frontal vieWs of a second apparatus for 
performing the present invention. 

FIGS. SA-B are frontal vieWs of a third apparatus for 
performing the present invention. 

FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of the second and third appa 
ratuses for performing the method of the present invention 

FIG. 7 is a cross-section through a thermal head according 
to one embodiment of the present invention employing an 
active cooling device. 

FIG. 8 is a cross-section through a thermal head according 
to another embodiment of the present invention employing an 
alternative active cooling device. 

FIG. 9 is a cross-section through a thermal head according 
to another embodiment of the present invention employing 
both active and passive cooling devices. 

FIG. 10 is a cross-section through a thermal head according 
to one embodiment of the present invention employing a 
passive cooling device. 

FIGS. 11A-F are cross-sections taken through an altema 
tive platen assembly. 

FIG. 12 is an elevation vieW of a platen rack having loaded 
therein a plurality of alternative platen assemblies. 

FIG. 13 is an elevation vieW of a platen rack having loaded 
therein a plurality of alternative platen assemblies, the platen 
rack being received into an oven. 

FIGS. 14A-E illustrate an alternate vacuum bag implemen 
tation of the present invention. 

FIG. 15 is a graph of temperature over time for one dye 
sublimation imaging cycle, having superimposed thereon a 
time line indicating the several control actions required to 
effect the cycle. 

Reference numbers refer to the same or equivalent parts of 
the invention throughout the several ?gures of the DraWing. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

The succeeding discussion centers on one or more pre 

ferred embodiments of the present invention, implemented by 
a number of components. Those having skill in the art Will 
understand that Where the embodiments enumerated herein 




















